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Rationale

Oceans as a physiographic division of the earth’s surface today play an increasingly significant role in the international system. The oceans facilitate international trade and therefore, globalization, through the waterways which function as sea lines of communication. The oceans are storehouses of marine living resources and mineral resources which accord the oceanic space a geopolitical and geostrategic importance. The course will try to familiarize the students with the physiography of the oceans and how it plays a role in designating some oceanic spaces as more important than others.

Course Content

1. Origin of Oceans and Physical Oceanography:
   Land-Water Distribution and Relief Features of the First Order and General Theoretical Framework; Plate-Tectonic theory and Physiography of Ocean floor

2. Dynamics of Oceanic Waters and Spatial Distribution of Living Resources:
   A. Distribution of zoo-plankton and productivity level of sea water; Food from the sea-potentials and types; technological requirements and Fishing; Main fishing areas and nations; conflicts and agreements; Growing Importance of Marine Products and Future dependence
   B. Geology of shelf and deep-sea bed mineral potential areas and assessment of sea-wealth; Future Dependence and Strategic Importance of Minerals and hydrocarbons from the sea.

3. Shipping Lane and Sea-borne trade:
   Ocean passage for the world and straits and their significance; Growing foreign trade; trading zones and shipping lanes; regulations and agreements, security of shipping and arrangements; Volume and orientation of maritime trade and commerce, ships and shipping of tomorrow

   National jurisdiction and the concept of open-sea; coastal zone management and off-shore economic development; Growing importance of marine resources and environment; Developing nations and their perspectives on maritime security;
technological requirements and dependence; Issues and problems of coastal management; Growing maritime pollution and ecological concern; planning and international cooperation and agencies

5. Contemporary World Order and the Oceans:
Global Security perspectives and maritime strategies of the Super-powers; Growing insecurity and the Developing Countries; Developments in naval equipments and capacities; strategic bases and capabilities; Antarctica and the Southern Oceans maritime strategic models and perspectives; Geostrategic Oceanic areas and conflict situation and perspectives. Indian Ocean-questions and perspectives.
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